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Chapter 1
The triplets were stolen on a sunny Monday morning.
Pearl ran upstairs to call them for breakfast.
She’d heard her sisters and brother singing one of
their made-up nonsense songs just a few minutes
before, but now the schoolroom was empty.
Surely they were too old to be playing hide and
seek with her? She glanced between the school
desks, behind the piano and under the kilts in the
dressing-up chest.
“Emerald! Ruby! Jasper! Come out! I’m not in
the mood for games. I don’t want to spend all day
chasing after you.”
There were no toes poking out under the red
velvet curtains, but Pearl stomped over to the
windows to punch at them anyway, and saw that
the middle window was wide open.
She sighed. The triplets weren’t trying to fly
again, were they? She was tired of building steps
out of chests of drawers, or bumping long ladders
through narrow corridors, to fetch the triplets
down from impossible places before anyone noticed.
She glanced up at the sky first to check it was
empty. Just a couple of swans, no truant triplets.
Pearl shook her head. She didn’t really expect to
see her brother and sisters flying. There must be
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a rational explanation for their habit of appearing
on top of unclimbable trees and locked buildings.
Then she looked down at the ground. The
triplets weren’t there either. The lawn, three
floors below, led to the rockery and the garden
wall, then to the woods, moors and mountains
beyond. But the smooth grass was torn, clods of
dark earth clustered around a pattern of round
holes and deep gashes. Had the triplets jumped
down, hitting the ground so hard they’d ripped
into the grass when they landed?
The trail of damage continued across the lawn,
not towards the northern mountains which Pearl
had climbed with Father, but towards the southern
ones which Mother had forbidden anyone to
approach.
Pearl considered jumping straight out of the
window to follow the triplets. But even if they had
stayed on their feet after such a long leap, she
would probably break her legs, so she decided to
run down the stairs instead.
As she swung round, her big toe banged against
a hard object. She bent down to rub the pain away,
and suddenly noticed six long pieces of wood lying
flat on the floor round the open window. Each one
was shaped in a smooth curve like the cavalry
sabre on Father’s study wall. The wood was dark
and varnished, but towards the ends of each
curve were scars: round patches of wood, paler,
unvarnished, splintered. Scars where something
had been torn off.
Then Pearl recognised the wooden shapes. They
were the rockers from the triplets’ rocking horses.
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Their beautiful wooden rocking horses, with
jewelled bridles, leather saddles and real horsehair
manes and tails. Emmie always said they looked
like warriors’ horses, chargers from the age of
chivalry, with their flared nostrils, bared teeth and
sharp hooves.
The horses had been a gift on the triplets’ fourth
birthday. No one knew who’d sent them, though
Mother had ransacked the house for the missing
gift tags.
Even at the age of ten, far too old to play
with their other wooden toys, the triplets still
rode their rocking horses every morning. They
galloped off on imaginary quests Pearl couldn’t
join, because her tatty brown horse was too short
for her twelve-year-old legs. But as the triplets’
legs grew, their horses seemed to grow with them.
Pearl had mentioned this to Father once, and he
had chuckled, “Everything seems to change size as
you grow up, dear girl. Wooden horses don’t really
grow.”
She touched the splinters on the nearest curve
of wood. The horses’ legs had been wrenched free
of the rockers, and the horses had vanished too.
Pearl stood up and looked out of the window at
the hacked holes slashing away across the grass.
Hoofprints.
The triplets and the rocking horses had
disappeared together.
But had the triplets taken the horses? Or had
the horses taken the triplets?
Pearl frowned. Whatever daft or dangerous
nonsense the triplets were up to this time, she had
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to find them before Mother realised they’d gone.
So she jumped over the rockers and sprinted out
of the schoolroom.
As she hurtled down the main stairs into the
entrance hall, she passed the new Chayne family
portrait, finished just last month. She stuck her
tongue out at it. The artist had been so enthusiastic
about painting the triplets. “Classically perfect,”
he’d called them, with their golden curls, green
eyes, clear skin and sincere smiles on demand.
The artist was told of their angelic voices, so he’d
put sheet music in their hands. But the triplets
never bothered to read music, they just sang new
tunes suddenly in harmony with each other, while
Pearl struggled with her scales on the piano.
No one could suggest an artistic accomplishment
for Pearl, so when she stood in front of his easel,
the painter asked her to clutch a new illustrated
geology textbook. Then he sketched her at the back
of the picture, brown plaits and scowling face in the
shadows of the triplets’ brilliance. She would have
preferred not to be in the painting at all.
Her running slowed as she reached the bottom
of the stairs. Why was she bothering to chase
the triplets? If they wanted to get into trouble,
perhaps she should let them. She glanced back up
at the portrait. Ruby and Jasper simpered at her;
Emerald twinkled.
She slithered to a stop on the hall tiles. The
triplets were probably off having an adventure
together. But if she didn’t follow them, she’d have
to listen to Mother worry about them all the way
through breakfast.
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“Weren’t you fetching the triplets for me, Pearl?”
Her mother’s quiet voice startled her. Pearl spun
round to face the pale figure in the dining room
doorway.
“They’re up already, Mother, and … em … we’re
going out for a picnic breakfast. Emmie’s idea. She
packed the baskets last night.”
“Going out? Not going far, I hope.”
Mother’s fingers were already twitching. She
hated not knowing where the triplets were. She
got nervous when they left the house and frantic
if they were out of sight of the windows. She never
seemed bothered about where Pearl went, which
was usually very convenient.
“You will stay with them, won’t you? Look after
them? Bring them home?”
“Of course. I’m following them right now. We’ll
be back when we run out of food.”
Pearl turned and stepped out of the front door.
Behind her, she heard Mother wrench open the
nearest cupboard. Mother always tidied when
she was worried about the triplets. She would
dust and sweep as if she could find her missing
children on the mantelpiece, behind old photos
of her eldest son in uniform, or in the shoe
cupboard, reflected in the polished toes and heels
of the family’s boots.
If Pearl took too long to find the triplets, Mother
would empty drawers and bookcases, rearrange
pictures, and move furniture from room to room.
It would be the cleanest, neatest house in Scotland,
but no one would be able to find anything for
weeks.
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Pearl dashed to the stables, hoping the groom
had already brought her bay pony in from the field.
She saw Conker’s dark tail flick at the entrance to
his loose box, so she saddled him as fast as she
could, then leapt on his back.
Pearl trotted her pony round to the south lawn,
feeling his strong warm muscles stretch as he
enjoyed the morning air. Much better than riding
on a cold wooden horse.
But when Conker reached the churned-up grass
below the schoolroom window, he stopped so
abruptly that Pearl crashed forward onto his neck.
“Walk on,” Pearl ordered. But he backed away,
shying at the hoofprints, shaking his dark brown
mane.
“Come on, let’s have an adventure, searching
for those precious triplets and their mighty steeds.
Walk on, boy.” She clicked her tongue and urged
him on with her hands and legs, but the pony
refused to follow the trail.
Pearl grunted in frustration. She considered
getting off and leading him, or using the crop and
forcing him. But Conker was even more stubborn
than she was, and she was in a hurry, so she
loosened the reins and let him gallop the short
distance back to the stables. She put him in his
box, and took off his saddle and bridle.
“If you won’t take me, I’ll just have to go on my
own two feet,” she murmured, looking around for
a treat to distract him from his fright.
She stuck a hand in the biggest pocket of the
old-fashioned navy pinafore hanging up on a nail.
Pearl wore it for expeditions and experiments, so
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its deep pockets were filled with string and pencils
and other useful things. There was usually leftover
food too. She found a slightly chewed carrot and
offered it to Conker.
Then she tugged the old pinafore over her grey
dress. Today already felt like an expedition.
Pearl sprinted from the stables to the damaged
lawn. She looked up at the open window, the red
velvet hanging limp on the sill. Then she turned
her back on the house and followed the rocking
horse hoofprints.
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